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How does the compiler know that parameters are not reference types? I'm asking this question in
order to understand why a certain C# compiler error I'm getting is actually correct. In my own class, I
have a function that's declared as follows: public static string ConvertToString(int[] array, int index)
{ // logic here } I have another method in the same class that needs this function, but I don't want to
pass in an int array, and my object is a char[], so I'm trying to invoke this method using reflection:
Type myType = typeof(MyClass); FieldInfo fInfo = myType.GetField("ConvertToString");
fInfo.SetValue(null, "blah"); This compiles fine, but at runtime it fails at fInfo.SetValue() with the
exception: Cannot assign to the target field. Impossible to determine which field is the target. At this
point, it's pretty obvious that the problem is that ConvertToString() expects an int[], but at runtime,
my parameter is a char[]. It turns out that fInfo.FieldType.Name is "int[], and, if I do a bit of reflection
to see its declared type, it does indeed have an int[] parameter as one of its parameters. Now, I
understand that the compiler doesn't know anything about the declarations of parameters like this,
but when it comes time to check the type of the parameter, the type of the parameter is the type of
the field itself. This question is probably basic, but I don't think I 6d1f23a050
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